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INTRODUCTION

The plant modernization program for M55 detonator production will result in
high volume output. A number of functions, such as cup inspection, loaded deto-
nator inspection, and sealing, are being improved to meet the output requirement.
One of the time consuming tests required for this detonator is moistureproofness
(ref I) wherein samples from detonator lots are immersed in 2 to 3 inches of
water, maintained at 15.5*C (60*F) for 48 hours, and then tested for functioning.

Exclusion of moisture within sealed items is essential for safety and proper
functioning. In the present case, moisture can affect the sensitivity of the
explosive components and, therefore, must be prevented from entering the loaded
container after the closure is sealed with lacquer. It is assumed that the
proper functioning of the detonators after water immersion indicates either an
adequate seal or that the water leakage is below a quantity which would affect
the sensitivity of the detonator. However, the moistureproofness test does not
quantitatively relate the amount of moisture to the decrease in sensitivity, nor
is the test procedure representative of a realistic situation to be encountered
by this detonator. The test conditions appear arbitrary without definitive
intent. Furthermore, since this is a destructive test, it is felt that a well
reasoned scientific basis could define and establish accept/reject criteria for
moisture penetration by means of a nondestructive method.

M55 Detonator

The configuration for the M55 detonator is shown in figure 1. The container
is an aluminum cup. Prior to being loaded, cups are visually inspected for cuts,
holes, punctures, and other likely defects. They are then loaded with three
separate increments of explosives. After an aluminum disc is positioned on the
last increment, the edge of the cup is symmetrically folded over (crimped) to
enclose the contents. These loaded detonators are then manually cleaned and
visually inspected for defects, and the closure is sealed with a thin lacquer
coating which prevents material from exiting and from penetrating into the alumi-
num cup at the last obvious opening. Samples from each lot are then tested for
moistureproofness and the lot is accepted or rejected according to the applicable
requirement.

It was thought that a test method used for fuzes (MIL-STD-331A, Test 118)
(ref 2) could also be applied to this item for leak detection by means of halogen
and helium gases. Since detonators are sealed without being filled with test
gases, and are not provided with a filling port, the "back-pressuring" method
(ref 3) must be used. In this method, the item is evacuated to a vacuum of 50-mm
Hg and pressurized with the appropriate gas at 15 psia. The leak rate is meas-
ured with a mass spectrometer.

The helium leak method was chosen to determine the leak characteristics of
M55 detonators so that the feasibility of using this method as a substitute for
the moisture-resistance test could be evaluated. Although defects through which
moisture can enter the metal cups of the loaded detonators consist of cuts,
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tears, and punctures having dimensions not readily measurable, the experimental
data were obtained from inert detonators with precisely drilled holes. Inert
detonators were used for obvious safety considerations. Hole sizes were 0.0025
cm (0.001 in.), 0.005 cm (0.002 in.), 0.013 cm (0.005 in.), 0.025 cm (0.010 in.),
0.038 cm (0.015 in.), and 0.057 cm (0.020 in.). The 0.002 in. holes were about
the limit of unaided eye detectability, and the 0.001 in. holes were virtually
invisible. The larger size holes were readily discernible without visual magni-

fication.

A microscopic photograph of the coined ends of inert detonator samples is
shown in figure 2. The upper row, left to right, shows a good end, then hole
diameters of 0.001 in. and 0.002 in. The second row, left to right, shows bot-
toms with hole diameters of 0.005 in., 0.010 in., and 0.015 in. Figures 3 4, 5,

6, 7, and 8 have the same sequence of flaws magnified approximately 50 times.
Ten of the marked units are equal to I millimeter. These photos illustrate the
difficulty in visually detecting flaws which are less than 0.005 in. but which
should be readily detected by a microscopic optical system.

These inert detontors were immersed in water, according to the specifica-
tion, to determine the quantitative relationship between the hole size and the
amount of water absorbed. A second series of tests with inert detonators were
carried out according to the method of helium-leak detection to determine leak
rate characteristics; however, the quantitative determinations were limited to
those inert detonators with 0.001 in. holes. This limitation was imposed first,
because initial results with larger size holes were erratic, and second, the leak
rates from detonators with large hole sizes would either indicate gross leakage
or lead to misleading results, indicating properly sealed items when actually the
helium could have been exhausted before the mass spectroscopic analysis (ref
2). Furthermore, the larger size holes would have been detected visually or
instrumentally during process inspection and the detonators would have been
rejected prior to being packed or tested. Thus, the probability of sampling a
detonator having an undetected flaw, such as a large exterior hole or cut, would
be minimal.

Additionally, punctured live detonators were subjected to the moistureproof-
ness and functioning test to determine the change in sensitivity. These detona-
tors were impacted with a pin fired from an air gun (ref 4) instead of being
activated by the traditional ball drop method.

Molecular Flow Equation

Leak detection, according to the back pressuring technique, is conducted by
external pressurization with tracer gas which enters a flawed container. Pres-
ence or absence of a leak and its size are detected by using a mass spectrometer
to determine the mass flow of escaping gas. The equation governing leak rate can
be formulated from a theory of gaseous molecular flow through an orifice. The
following derivation is essentially obtained from the discussions of Howl and
Mann (ref 3) and Turnbull (ref 5), wherein the three stages of pressurization,
the elapsed time before testing, and the actual test itself contribute to the

total mass flow rate.
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Stage I. PreSSilr Iat ion

Dur ing this stage, the item is imnmersed in the atmosphere of trajcer
gas. The mass flow rate into the item through a leak is given by the ineati veluc-
ity of the gas and the pressure differential.

V(dp/dT) = G(A/M) 1/2 (p (I)

P= external pressure of tracer gas

p =tracer gas in the item

A = absolute temperature

'= molecular weight of gas

Therefore

fdp/(p- p) (C/V)(A/M)"2 f dT

In (Pe-P) =-(C/V)(A/M) 1/2T +C

The integation constant Ci=In Pe is obtained by setting p 0 at "r=
0. Thus the internal pressure pi at time T is given by:

In [(Pe-Pl)/PeI] = '-(C/V)(A/M) 1'2T

(Pe-P)/Pe = exp [-(C/V)(A/M) 1/2 T]

p= Pe ji-exp [-(C/V)CA/M)1'2T} (2)

Stage 2. Wait Time

After removal of external tracer gas pressure pe, there is a timne inter-
val until the actual test with a mass spectrometer. During this time lapse, the
mass flow rate of escaping gas out of the item through the leak is given by

-V (dp/dt) = C(A/M) 1

Integration of this equation in proper form results in the expression
for the tracer gas pressure P2 in the item at wait time t. The constant of inte-
gration (C1 -In pl) is obtained from the conditions: t -0 at the initial wait
time and p - p, (equation 2) for the internal pressure when t 0.

3



f dp/p = -(C/V)(A/M) 1/2 f d,

in p =-(C/V)(A/M) -1)t + in p,

p2 = p, exp [-(C/V)(A/M) 1/2 tj (3)

Stage 3. Actual Test

Duriag the test, the leak rate is measured with a mass spectrometer.
The mass flow of tracer gas is dependent on the internal gas pressure P2 at wait
time t (equation 3).

R =-V(dp/dt)

= -C(A/M) 1/2 P2  (4)

= measured leak rate

de fine

L = leak size

= one atmosphere of air leaking into a vacuum

where

L = -V (dp/dt)

= -C CA/Mair 1/2 po (5)

p0  = one atmosphere

Iai = molecular weight of air =30

Rewrite equation 5

L (mair) 1/2po = -C(A) 1/2 (6)
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Substitute equation 6 into the measured leak rate equation 4

R L (Mair/M) (p 2 /Po) (7)

Before making further substitutions, rewrite equations 2 and 3 using equation 6.

PI = Pe il-exp [-(L/po)(Mair/M) 112 (T/V)]

P2 = Pt exp [-(L/Po)(Mair/M) 1/2 (t/V)]

or

P2= Pe Jl-exp [-(L/Po)(Mair/M) 1/2 (T/V)J

{exp [-(L/Po)(Mair/M) 1/ 2 (t/V)] (8)

Substituting equation 8 for P2 into equation 7 results in

R (L/po)(Mair/M) 1/2le jl-exp [-(L/Po)(Mair/M) /2 (T/V)] I

{exp [-(L/Po)(Mair/M) 1/2 (t/V)] 1 (9)

The measured leak rate R, therefore, is obtained from the parameters L and V
inherent in each individual item, and from the variables Pe, T, and t which are
controllable by the experimenter. Equation 9 is used in MIL-STD-883 for testing
packaged electronic devices. In the "Fixed Method," a reject limit is given for
leak rate R, which is measured with a mass spectrometer. For the "Flexible
Method," a limit is placed on the equivalent standard leak rate L from which the
limit on the measured leak rate R is calculated.

In MIL-STD-331A, Test 118 for sealed fuzes, reference is made to th
article by Howl and Mann (ref 3); however, a leak rate limit of 1 x 10-8 atm cm

per sec is set as the reject level without resorting to equation 9.

If the leak size L is defined as the mass flow rate of helium at one
atmosphere pressure escaping into a vacuum instead of being defined in terms of
air, the ratio of molecular weights is one, and since po = 1, the measured rate R
can be expressed by

R = Lp. jl-exp [-(L/V)T]} exp [-(L/V)t] (tO)

This is the equation used by Briggs and Burnett (ref 6) to obtain their tables of
leak rates for several leak sizes, volumes, bombing times, wait times, and at a
five-atmosphere pressurization with helium. (There are two discrepancies in

5
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their formula: the "bombing" time in the first bracket should be T, and the
"bombing" pressure P is missing.)

Taking the logarithm of equation 10 results in

In R = in L + In Pe + In {I-exp [(-L/V)T] } -(L/V)t (Ii)

When a given item is tested by the back pressurization method, at a
given pressure Pe for a given time T, the first three terms on the right side of
equation It remain constant. Therefore, the logarithm of the measured leak rate
R is linearly related to the wait time t, and plotting the rates of the same item
over several wait times should result in a straight line having a slope of
-(L/V), or, in other words, the logarithm of the rate should decay linearly with
time. Ideally, for all wait times with items of the same geometry, identical
contents, and precisely drilled holes, the leak rates should lie on the same
line.

A similar result occurs for equation 9 with logarithmic manipulations,
except that the slope now represents

-(L/V)(Mair/MHe) 1/2

where L is again defined by equation 4.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Weight Gain of Inert Detonators

Ten inert 1455 detonarors from a control group and 10 inerts each with preci-
sion-drilled holes of 0.005 cm (0.002 in.), 0,013 cm (0.005 in.), 0.025 cm (0.010
in.), 0.038 cm (0.015 in.), and 0.051 cm (0.020 in.) diameter were weighed on an
analytical balance. They were then placed in separate beakers containing 7.62 cm
(3 in.) of distilled water at the laboratory temperature which remained within
21.1 i 5.6-C (70 ± 10F) for 48 hours. Each simulated detonator was wiped dry of
exterior moisture, then reweighed. The difference in weight before and after
water immersion was assumed to be due to moisture pickup.

Live Detonator %oistureproofness Test

Live detonators were carefully punctured with a needle, and the hole dimen-
sions were determined by neans of a measuring microscope. The detonators with
0.002 in. and 0.005 in. diameter holes were immersed in 7.62 cm (3 in.) of dis-
tilled water maintained at 21.1 ± 5.6 0 C (70 k 100F) for 48 hours. The 50% fire
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F level was determined for a control group with an "up-and-down" type test using
air pressure-actuated firing pins. The 50% fire levels were then determined by
the same method for those detonators subjected to water immersion.

Helium-Leak Test

Helium-leak tests by the bombing technique, carried out on inert detonators
at the Varian Associates, Lexington Vacuum Division, Lexington, Massachusetts are
described in the appendix. Samples of simulated M55 detonators were placed in
evacuable metal containers and evacuated with a mechanical pump. The pump was
then cut off from the system and the containers were pressurized with four atmo-
spheres of helium. Separate sampLes were maintained at this pressure for 1, 2,
or 3 hours. The individual samples were then placed in the evacuation port of a
helium-leak detector. After rapid evacuation of the air from this port, the
sample was switched to a mass spectrometer which measured the rates of helium
leak.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Moisture Absorption

Results of the water immersion tests of inert detonators with the specified
hole dimensions, as well as of inert detonators without flaws serving as refer-
ence standards, are shown in tables I through 6. The controls or reference
standards (table 1) appear to have lost weight ranging from 0.1 mg to 0.4 mg
which is probably due to experimental errors. The logical errors should have
been a tendency to gain weight because of moisture on the outer surface rather
than a loss of weight which implies a loss in material. This is unlikely since
they appeared well sealed when visually inspected. Furthermore, an extra coat of
clear lacquer was p inted on the old lacquer to insure a seal. The detonators
with 0.002 in. holes (table 2) showed weight "gain" ranging from -0.3 mg to 1.4
mg. The reasons for loss of weight in the controls and the inerts with 0.002-in.
holes remain unanswered. Only the inerts with the largest size hole (0.020 in.)
(table 6) showed a reasonably uniform gain in weight where the average was 3.9 mg
with a standard deviation of 0.4 mg.

The mean and range of weight gains with respect to hole sizes are plotted in
figure 9. Although the range is large, the trend is obvious that more moisture
is absorbed as the holes become larger, which is to be expected. It was hoped
that the experimental results would provide quantitative information rather than
a simple confirmation of a logical assumption. Larger sample sizes are not
expected to provide greater precision in the values since other factors, such as
capillary action, diffusion phenomena, and intersurface forces, exert consider-
able effect on the ability of water to penetrate into the interior of the item
with the hole dimensions being studied.

" ' ... ...... .......... ..... ......... . ... ,- , ., , , , , , . . ...



The linear regression line for the averages of experimental values obtained
for the various hole sizes is given by y = -0.19 + 7.98 x, where y is the weight
gain in milligrams after 48 hours' immersion in 5.08 cm to 7.62 cm (2 to 3 in.)
of water maintained at 21.10 * 5.5 0 C (700 * IO0 F), and x is the hole size in
mm. Accordingly, the item would absorb 0.01 mg of water for a 0.0254 mm (0.001
in.) hole. The theoretical line predicts a negative value of -0.19 mg for an
item without a hole; however, since an item without a flaw should neither gain
nor lose weight, the negative y intercept for the linear regression line shows
the inherent errors of the experimental method. The line of best fit should be
of the form y = 0 + bxo In addition, the wide range in data points for a given
diameter indicates the difficulty of these experiments where the weight gain is
in the mg range.

For an M55 detonator, loaded according to drawing 8798331 with 85 mg of
explosives (15 mg NOL-130, 51mg lead azide, and 19 mg RDX), the permissible level
of moisture is 0.36 mg according to specifications applicable to these chemical
constituents. The empirical equation cited above indicates that 0.4 mg of mois-
ture would be absorbed by a detonator with a 0.002 in. hole when tested according
to the method required in the detonator specification. Thus, moisture in excess
of the acceptable level can penetrate into an explosive composition when its
container is perforated with punctures or holes 0.002 in. diameter or larger.

Live Detonator Tests

Live detonators with 0.002 in. holes on the coined end of the aluminum cup
were subjected to the moistureproofness test according to MIL-D-14978A. The
functioning test of the detonators was carried out with a pressure-actuated fir-
ing pin instead of the ball-drop test. The results are shown in table 7. The
data indicate that 50% firing velocity for the control group (the detonators
which were not subjected to moisture) was 390 cm (12.8 ft) per sec. The 50%
firing velocities for detonators with 0.002 in. and 0.005 in. holes were 479 cm
(15.7 ft) per sec and 451 cm (14.8 ft) per sec. Although the test indicated that
more energy was required to fire detonators with the smaller (0.002 in.) hole
size than the larger (0.005 in.) one, the tendency was a reduction in sensitivity
of the defective detonators. In addition, if the detonators did not fire on the
first trial, a second needle was fired at 640 cm (21 ft) per sec to destroy the
detonators. While the controls all fired at this energy input, some of the
defectives only partially fired on the second trial.

Helium Leak Rates

The helium-leak test using the bombing technique on control samples which
appeared flawless and had well lacquered output ends, registered various leak
rates ranging from zero to high values, which indicated either experimental dif-
ficulties or true leakers. Although some tests were carried out on samples with
holes greater than 0.001 in., only the characteristics of samples with the small-
est holes were followed in detail because of greater consistency in experimental
data.8



Results of tests on samples with 0.001 in. holes ire shown in tables 6, 9,
and 10, anu in figure 10. Leak tests were carried out after bombing (pressuriza-
tion) times of 1, 2, and 3 hours. Leak rates for several elapsed times (wait
times) were measured for individual items pressurized for I hour; leak rates for

individual items pressurized for 3 hours were taken at 2 elapsed times; and those
items pressurized for 2 hours were tested for leaks only once. The data were

recorded for wait times of up to 1,860 seconds (31 minutes). The data jpints for
1-hour pressurization time were connected since they represent several readings
per item; however, the data points for 2- and 3-hour pressurization titles were
not connected since they represent one and tw) readings per item, respectively.
The three straight lines (open circles) in figure 10 were obtained from the data
of Briggs and Burnett (ref 6). They r~prejent leak rates R calculated from equa-
tion 11 for items with a volume of 10-  cm , which were "bombed" for time T of I
hour at a pressure of 5 atmospheres, and which had actual leak rates L of 10 - 6 ,
10 - 7 , and 10-8 std cm3 per sec.

Although, according to equation 11, a linear relationship should result from
a plot of the logarithm of leak rates against wait time, the experimental data do
not decrease linearly but asymptotically toward the sensitivity limit of the mass
spectrometer, as can be seen from figure 10. This phenomenon probably holds true
for any item filled with material having a large surface area as contrasted to an

item with a "clean" volume such as packaged electronic components. The theoreti-
cal relationship, according to the formula of Briggs and Burnett for small vol-
umes (0.01 cm3 ) and actual leak rates L of 10 - 5 std cm3 per sec, should be linear
beyond the time for which data was collected in the present study. Further, the
bombing time should not vary the indicated leak rate.

The volume of the detonator cntainer, calculated from the dimensions of
figure 1, is approximately 0.03 cm ; however, the free volume is effectively
eliminated by the three highly compressed explosive components. Thus, the helium
can only be occluded in a much smaller interstitial volume. The conductance, or
the actual leak rate L, was measured by opening, emptying, and sealing the punc-

tured end into the wall of the vacuum system. The pressure P In the system due
to the air flow through the 0.001 in. hole was measured and multiplied by the
pumping speed of the vacuum pump. This was the conductance through an unob-
structed hole giving the upper limit to the flow. The same measurements made
with the detonators open and the material intact gave the lower limit to the
floy. The upper limit was about 0.4 std cm3 per sec and the lower limit, 1.3 N

1 0 - std cm3 per sec. It is obvious from t e present data that the actual leak

rate L was much faster (0.40 to %.013 stc cm per sec) than that for the working
tables of Briggs and Burnett (10- to 10-= std cm3 per sec).

On the other hand, if the logarithm of the leak rates is plotted against the
logarithm of time (fig. 11) instead of time itself, the result is a series of
straight lines for the data obtained for individual items pressurized for I hour
(table 8) and whose leak rates were determined for a number of wait times extend-
ing over a period of more than 300 seconds. The data for I-hour pressurization
have been plotted since three data points per item were available (except for
data points (30, 10) and (245, 1.6), while only one data point and two data
points per item were obtained for 2 and 3 hours' pressurization, respectively.

9



Assuming that the foregoing log-log linearity describes the kinetics of the
leakage, the logarithm of all the leak rate data of tables 8, 9, and 10 were
plotted against the logarithm of wait times (fig. 12). The filled circles are
values for the items pressurized for 1 hour, the x's for 2 hours, and triangles
for 3 hours. The line of best fit is represented by:

log R = -4.58 - 1.31 log t

Although there is some scatter, the values fall neatly in a narrow band around
the linear regression line. The fact that these data were obtained for three
pressurization times, and yet overlap, indicates that the pressurization time T
of equations 9, 10, and 11 does not affect the le;- rate. In other words, the
items are saturated within 1 hour or less and long pressurization times are not
necessary. The linearity of the log-log relationship is analogous to the low
temperature (300 to 495*C) results of helium desorption from mica (ref 13).

The implication of leak-rate results is that equation II, derived from a
simple consideration of molecular flow, does not adequately describe helium leak-
age from a small volume containing material with considerable surface area, and
that the desorption phenomenon deserves closer scrutiny as a possible explanation
for the present results.

Subsequent to completion of the inert detonator tests, under a separate
program, live detonators with diverse sealing configurations were helium leak-
tested and output tested after water immersion (ref 8). The leak test results
are shown in tables 11, 12, and 13. The items tested were 50 detonators each
fro m:

1. A normal production lot of lone Star Army Ammunition Plant M55 deto-
nators

2. loaded detonators without lacquer coating on the closing discs

3. Loaded detonators with uncoated closing discs ultrasonically sealed
to the crimp

4. Detonator with chromated green discs ultrasonically sealed to the
crimp

The leak test results from the normal production lot are not tabulated herein
since they all showed zero leakage from wait times of 65 to 2,555 seconds.
Although zero leakage could have been due to gross leakers, this was unlikely
since 50 individual detonators were tested. The assumption of zero leakage is
further justified from the fact that the other three series of detonators demon-
strated detectable leak rates over approximately the same time span.

These live detonator tests were carried out somewhat differently from the
inert detonator tests. Fifty detonators from each series were individually
tested at different wait times after "bombing" rather than testing one detona-
tor's over the entire time period. Therefore, the leak configuration was not
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constant. However, the procedure was consistent with the real-life situation
wherein individual items would be tested. In addition, the helium leak from the

live detonators was re orted i relativ rates. It is assumed that the absolute
rates ranged from 10-" to 10L% std cmi per sec, as in the case for tue inert

detonators; otherwise, the helium from the faulty detonators should have been
exhausted much sooner.

A plot of log R vs time, not unexpectedly, also resulted in a parabolic
curve. The log R vs log t curve is shown in figure 13. Several interesting fea-

tures emerge. The detonators with ultrasonically sealed, chromated discs
(squares) and the unlacquered, unwelded detonators (triangles) leaked at nearly
the same rates in the interval 100 to 700 seconds. The detonators with ultrason-
ically welded, plain discs (circles) leaked at lower rates than the other two
types over the same time span. Beyond approximately 500 seconds, the scatter of
the rates for the three series of detonators overlap and are not distinguishable.
Since these were all leakers, there is a wide band of approximately five orders
of magnitude for leak rates at any one point of wait time.

Although testing the inert and live detonators varied, comparison is inevit-
able. When figure 13 (live detonators) is overlaid on figure 12 (inerts), the
chromated sealed disc (squares) and the unsealed, unlacquered detonator (trian-
gles) lie near the regression line obtained previously with the data from inert
detonators. The ultrasonically sealed, plain disc detonators, however, leak at
much reduced rates and deviate widely from the line. This would indicate that a
wide range of leak rates can be expected from leaky detonators.

The functioning and output tests after water immersion (table 14) indicated
that 96% of the normal detonators were satisfactory while only 11% of the
unwelded, unlacquered detonators were satisfactory. Only 9% of the bare disc,
ultrasonically welded detonators and 36% of the chromated, ultrasonically welded
detonators satisfactorily passed the test.

A consideration of leak test methods now in use and of results of this study
offers two options for establishing a leak rate method as a substitute for the

present moistureproofness test:

First, an absolute leakproof limit can be placed on acceptable detona-
tors. In this case, no leak, within the sensitivity of the mass spectrometer,
would be permissible. However, a second"gross leak" test may be required since
the absence of a leak may be due to large exterior defects through which helium
is completely exhausted before the leak rate is measured.

Second, a leak rate limit may be placed on an unacceptable leak as is
the case for electronic packaging and for fuzes. However, in this case, the
range or band-width of leak rates found for a variety of detonator exterior
defects (unsealed, poorly sealed, and 0.001 in. holes) must be more accurately
defined. In addition, the relationship between leak rates within this band and
moistureproofness failure rates must be firmly established.
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CONCLUSIONS

Results of this program indicated that M55 detonators with 0.005 cm (0.002
in.) diameter holes, which are barely visible with the unaided eye, can be
affected by moisture when subjected to the test specified in MIL-D-14978. The
weight gains due to moisture absorption by detonators with 0.002 in. and 0.001
in. diameter holes was not consistent from one sample to the next and, therefore,
a relationship between puncture diameters and moisture pickup cannot be accu-
rately predicted for these minute but critical flaws. Impact sensitivity of
detonators can be adversely affected when detonators are immersed in water if the
metallic exterior has a puncture of 0.002 in. diameter.

Although the helium leak detector has a reasonably viable means of detecting
punctures equivalent to 0.001 in. diameter by means of the back-pressuring tech-
nique, and since the results do not demonstrate the linearity expected from equa-
tion 11 which is used in MIL-STD-331 for leak testing fuzes, the accept/reject
criterion of the standard is not necessarily applicable to the M55 detonator.
Furthermore, because of the small volume of the detonator cup and further reduc-
tion of the free volume by compressive loading with explosive components, only a
small amount of helium can be introduced. Since helium depletes rapidly, only a
small amount will be observed in a leak test. Thus, such a test, when developed
for a requirement which is applicable, must be carried out within a reasonable
wait time before the gas is completely exhausted.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Since the inspection--whether visually or electronically--of loaded detona-
tors can detect flaws such as cuts, tears, and holes of 0.005 cm (0.002 in.)
width or diameter, and since both the test for weight gain due to moisture and
the firing test indicated that moisture can affect detonators with this size
aperture, the problem of moistureproofness or leakage in a detonator container is
in apertures of 0.002 in. or less. An electro-optical device is planned for
inspection of all detonators from the loading machine, and it is anticipated that
defects on the metallic exterior will escape detection less frequently than flaws
on the lacquer coated crimp end. The lacquer painting is a separate operation
and the inspection will be visual. Flaws in the lacquer, such as pin-holes and
defective interfacial adhesion of lacquer to the metal surface, may not be
obvious to the unaided eye. Thus, moisture penetration would likely occur, if at
all, from the lacquered end during the water immersion test.

Moisture penetration from the liquid phase (immersion of item under water)
through an aperture of the size in the present study undoubtedly occurs by means
ot capitlary action and depends on surface phenomena rather than on a fluid flow
mechanism. Furthermore, since the M55 detonator is not normally stored under
water, but in the atmosphere with exposure to water in the vapor phase, continued
investigation should also include constant temperature and humidity tests.

The helium-leak test on 0.001 in. diameter holes and the functioning test
after water immersion on 0.002 and 0.005 in. diameter holes, demonstrated that

12



*the leak test can detect defects which are virtually invisible and that moisture
penetration through 0.002 in. diameter holes can affect the detonator sensitiv-
ity. However, an upper limit on an acceptable leak, not as yet established, is
necessary prior to inclusion in any specification. The validity of the results
should be confirmed with further detailed experiments and larger sample sizes.
Experiments with live detonators are desirable; however, the hazards associated
with these items pose a problem. The necessity of retesting for gross leaks when
no leaks are indicated by fine leak testing (helium-leak test) poses a redundancy
problem that requires resolution. In conjunction with the helium-leak test, long
term storage tests of live detonators, as well as long-term, continuous testing
to determine reliability of the method, are required.

The further testing and resolution of the foregoing problems must be accom-
plished before consideration is given to implementing the helium leak test to
assure the exterior integrity of the M55 detonator.
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Table I. Moisture test on inert detonators (control, no holes)

Water immersion
Specimen Wt before Wt after Change in wt

no. (g) (g) (g)

1 0.1155 0.1155 0.0000
2 0.1148 0.1147 -0.0001

3 0.1167 0.1166 -0.0001
4 0.1139 0.1137 -0.0002
5 0.1124 0.1122 -0.0002

6 0.1128 0.1125 -0.0003
7 0.1147 0.1146 -0.0001

8 0.1170 0.1167 -0.0003
9 0.1074 0.1070 -0.0004

10 0.1151 0.1147 -0.0004

= -0.0002

S = 0.0001

Table 2. Moisture test on inert detonators with 0.005 cm (0.002 in.) holes

Water immersion

Specimen Wt before Wt after Change in wt

no. (g) (g) (g)

1 0.1060 0.1062 0.0002
2 0.1060 0.1069 0.0009
3 0.1066 0.1069 0.0003

4 0.1063 0.1077 0.0014

5 0.1076 0.1073 -0.0003
6 0.1085 0.1086 0.0001
7 0.1062 0.1062 0.0000
8 0.1073 0.1070 -0.0003
9 0.1070 0.1070 0.0000

10 0.1148 0.1148 0.0000

= 0.0002
s = 0.0005
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Table 3. Moisture test on inert detonators with 0.013 cm (0.005 in.) holes

Water immersion
Specimen Wt before Wt after Change in wt

no. (g) (g) (g)

1 0.1028 0.1040 0.0012
2 0.1165 0.1175 0.0010

3 0.1099 0.1107 0.0008
4 0.1050 0.1057 0.0007
5 0.1060 0.1063 0.0003
6 0.1071 0.1073 0.0002
7 0.1098 0.1103 0.0005
8 0.1042 0.1054 0.0012
9 0.1071 0.1082 0.0011

10 0.1146 0.1174 0.0028

= 0.0009

s = 0.0007

Table 4. Moisture test on inert detonators with 0.025 cm (0.010 in.) holes

Water immersion

Specimen Wt before Wt after Change in wt
no. (g) (g) (g)

1 0.1039 0.1056 0.0017
2 0.1157 0.1170 0.0013
3 0.1108 0.1120 0.0012
4 0.1065 0.1086 0.0021
5 0.1040 0.1056 0.0016
6 0.1060 0.1089 0.0029
7 0.1070 0.1079 0.0009
8 0.1067 0.1088 0.0021
9 0.1040 0.1063 0.0023

10 0.1055 0.1060 0.0005

= 0.0017

s = 0.0007
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Table 5. Moisture test on Inert detonators with 0.038 cm (0.015 in.) holes

Water immersion
Specimen Wt before Wt after Change in wt

no. (g) (g) (g)

1 0.1049 0.1085 0.0036
2 0.1053 0.1068 0.0015
3 0.1057 0.1068 0.0011
4 0.1044 0.1060 0.0016
5 0.1047 0.1084 0.0037
6 0.1052 0.1068 0.0016
7 0.1051 0.1098 0.0047
8 0.1039 0.1095 0.0056
9 0.1031 0.1082 0.0051

10 0.1049 0.1062 0.0013

= 0.0029

s 0.0018

Table 6. Moisture test on inert detonators with 0.051 (0.020 in.) holes

Water immersion
Specimen Wt before Wt after Change in wt

no. (g) (g) (g)

1 0.1149 0.1185 0.0036
2 0.1135 0.1172 0.0037
3 0.1136 0.1180 0.0044
4 0.1116 0.1155 0.0039
5 0.1109 0.1151 0.0042
6 0.1099 0.1130 0.0031
7 0.1142 0.1182 0.0040
8 0.1139 0.1173 0.0034
9 0.1117 0.1158 0.0041

10 0.1135 0.1180 0.0045

= 0.0039

s = 0.0004
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Table 7. Water immersion test results with live M55 detonators

50% fire levelb Range Failure rateb

Sample a  (ft/sec) (ft/sec) at 21 ft/sec

A 12.8 11.7 - 13.9 0

B 15.7 7.1 - 21.3 2/34

C 14.8 11.6 - 17.4 3/33

a Sample types:

A = Normal detonators.
B = Detonators with 0.005 cm (0.002 in.) holes.
C = Detonators with 0.013 cm (0.005 in.) holes.

b Fired with air pressure-actuated 0.194-g needles.
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Table 8. tIelium leak rates (std cm3 x 108 per sec) for 1-hour pressurization

Wait time Sample no.
(sec) 1 2 3 4 5 6

30 10 - ..

70 - 6 -..

105 - - 12 - -

140 - - - 3 -

170 - - - - 4

210 - - - - - 1.6

245 1.6 - - - -

280 - 1.5 - - -

330 - - 2.4 - - -

350 - - - 1.0 - -

375 - - - 1.2

405 - - - - 0.7

465 - 0.8 - .

480 - - 1.4 - -

510 - - - 0.6 -

530 . - - 0.7

555 - - - .5
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Table 9. Helium leak rates (std cm3 x 108 per sec) for 2-hour pressurization

Wait time Sample no.

(sec) 1 2 3 4 5 6

300 0.9 -....

7 2 0 - 0 .5 - ...

1000 - - 0.1 - - -

1320 - - - 0.2 - -

1620 - - - 0.2 -

1860 - - - 0.1

Table 10. Helium leak rates (std cm3 x 108 per sec) for 3-hour pressurization

Wait time Sample no.

(sec) 1 2 3 4 5

120 6.0 - - - -

150 - 5.4 - - -

210 - - 7.2 - -

240 - - - 2.6 -

260 - - - - 2.5

280 2.0 - - -

310 - 2.1 - - -

340 - - 2.2 - -
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Table 11. Loaded M55 detonators without lacquer coating on disc

Detonator Relative Wait time Detonator Relative Wait time
no. leak rate* (sec) no. leak rate* (sec)

1 90 60 26 3 1,335
2 35 105 27 2 1,385
3 27 150 28 1 1,43u
4 15 190 29 2 1,470

5 15 235 30 1 1,510
6 13 265 31 1 1,550
7 9 305 32 1 1,595
8 8 355 33 1 L,640
9 8 395 34 1 1,690

10 8 435 35 1 1,730
11 7 495 36 1 1,760
12 10 640 37 2 1,835
13 7 690 38 1 1,880
14 6 745 39 1 1,925
15 5 800 40 2 1,960
16 6 855 41 0 1,995
17 4 900 42 0 2,035
18 5 945 43 0 2,080
19 4 990 44 0 2,115
20 3 1,035 45 1 2,115
21 4 1,080 46 0 2,200
22 4 1,135 47 0 2,235
23 3 1,225 48 0 2,275
24 2 1,265 49 1 2,310
25 2 1,305 50 0 2,350

* Arbitrary units.
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Table 12. M55 detonator with ultrasonically welded uncoated closing disc

Detonator Relative Wait time Detonator Relative Wait time

no. leak rate* (sec) no. leak rate* (sec)

1 25 65 26 1 1,639

2 16 115 27 1 1,684

3 8 165 28 1 1,738

4 6 205 29 1 1,789

5 5 226 31 1 1,831

6 5 278 31 1 1,881

7 5 336 32 1 1,923

8 4 421 33 1 1,950

9 4 481 34 0 2,008

10 4 535 35 0 2,065

11 4 591 36 0 2,115

12 4 652 37 0 2,157

13 3 731 38 0 2,211

14 3 788 39 0 2,266

15 4 845 40 0 2,318

16 - 964 41 0 2,368

17 3 1,014 42 0 2,425

18 3 1,074 43 0 2,480

19 - 1,134 45 0 2,560

20 1 1,239 45 - 2,560

21 2 1,344 46 3 2,611

22 2 1,399 47 0 2,670

23 2 1,454 48 3 2,725

24 2 1,507 49 0 2,779

25 1 1,589 40 0 2,820

* Arbitrary units.
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Table 13. M55 detonator with ultrasonically welded green chromated disc

Detonator Relative Watt time Detonator Relative Wait time

no. leak rate* (sec) no. leak rate* (sec)

1 19 172 26 1 1,280
2 15 240 27 1 1,300
3 20 285 28 1 1,380

4 12 320 29 0 1,425
5 12 365 30 0 1,470

6 10 405 31 1 1,520
7 8 440 32 1 1,560

8 7 480 33 0 1,605
9 7 520 34 0 1,645

10 3 560 35 0 1,690
11 5 590 36 0 1,740

12 3 645 37 0 1,775
13 2 690 38 1 1,820
14 5 735 39 1 1,875
15 2 785 40 0 1,915
16 4 835 41 0 1,960
17 3 875 42 0 2,000
18 3 920 43 0 2,050
19 3 965 45 0 2,100
20 2 1,015 45 0 2,155
21 2 1,060 46 0 2,210
22 2 1,110 47 0 2,260
23 2 1,160 48 0 2,310
24 1 1,205 49 0 2,370
25 2 1,250 50 0 2,415

* Arbitrary units
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Table 14. Results from moistureproofness and output tests on M55 detonators

Central Testing Building Report
Lone Star Army Ammunition Plant

11 November 1980

Report no. 3995 Report no. 3996
ot no. LS-80K326-018 Lot no. KNE-1
Current production Clear discs (unlacquered, unwelded)

No. of Disc Lidentation No. of Disc indentation
detonators (in.) detonators (in.)

4 0.000 89 0.000
1 0.015 2 0.015
3 0.016 3 0.016

10 0.017 5 0.018

27 0.018 1 0.020

35 0.019

13 0.020
3 0.021

2 0.022
2 0.023

Report no. 3997 Report no. 3998
Lot no. LS79E0015418 Lot no. KNE-1
Green chromated discs (welded) Clear discs (welded)

No. of Disc indentation No. of Disc indentation

detonators (in.) detonators (in.)

64 0.000 91 0.000

3 0.016 1 0.014

6 0.017 1 0.015

11 0.018 2 0.016
9 0.019 3 0.018

7 0.020 1 0.019

1 0.020

2I
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Figure 8. Inert M55 detonator with 0.038 cm (0.015 in.) hole
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APPENDIX

HELIUM LEAK TESTS4

Varian Associates

Lexington Vacuum Division
121 Hartwell Avenue

Lexington, Massachusetts 02173
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I. TEST RESULTS

Two types of tests were performed on the detonators. The first

was a standard "bombing" test. (This test gets its name from the pressure

vessel or "bomb" in which the samples are pressurized with helium prior

to testing.) Samples from each package of detonators were bombed and

tested. Three runs were made, all at 4 atnospheres (absolute) of

helium pressure. The bombing times for the three runs were 1 hour, 2

hours and 3 hours.

The most coherent test results were achieved with the detonators

drilled w'ith .001" diameter holes. These are presented in graph form in

Figure A-1,w.hich shows the measured leak rate as a function of time-before-

test (this is measured from the time the helium pressure in the bomb is

released and the helium flushed out). Because the data is plotted in

logarithmetic form, the exponential signal decay should be apparent as

a straight line.

The data on the graph make clear that regardless of bombing time,

the signal from all pieces was within a single (though somewhat broad)

envelope. All lines connect data points generated by retesting a detonator

at intervals after removing it from the bomb. The tests after 1 hour of

bombing show as many as three tests per piece; after the 2 hour bombing,

there were no retests made; and after the 3 hour bombing, a few of the

pieces were retested.

Differences in the slope of the straight lines represent, mathematically,

differences in the exponents of "e" in the equation

t0= LT t] [e(t

which is discussed in the appended paper, "Helium Mass Spectrometer Leak
Testing of Pressure-"Bombed" Sealed Enclosures". Since T (the bombing

time) does not change from one detonator to the next within a batch; and
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t (the wait time) is a parameter of the experiment, the slope of the

line is, directly, L or the ratio of the leak rate to the volume. At

first glance it seems clear that all parts have the same volume; and

that a faster decay (or steeper curve) indicates a larger leak (i.e., a

.001 diameter hole without a burr, or somehow drilled oversize). Another

possibility is mentioned below.

The fact that the data for all tests lie in the same band simply

demonstrates that the part is filled with helium before even the I hour

bombing time is completed, and that further bombing does not introduce

more helium into the part.

The actual conductance through the .001 diameter holes was measured

and found to be about 0.4 std. cc/sec. This was measured for several

detonators by opening, emptying, then sealing them into the wall of a

vacuum system. The pressure (P) in the system resulting from the air

flow through the .001" diameter hole was measured and multiplied by the

speed (S) of the vacuum pumps to determine the conductance (Q)

Q=PS.

Measurements were also made with the detonator opened but the load

undisturbed. This method measured the conductance through the load to

the far wall of the container. The flow rate was about 1.3 x 10- 2 std.

cc/sec. The effective leak rate for the package is somewhere beti'een

these limits; larger than 1.3 x 10- 2 and smaller than 4 x 10- std. cc/sec.

This is the value of L to be used in the equation I. The

volume of the detonator is about 3.5 x 10.2 cc, so L/V is somewhere between

0.3 and 10 -- a value higher than any considered in the paper referenced.

Data from that paper, or use of the equation, suggest that the helium in

the part would exit so quickly as to give a "zero" reading on a leak

detector. The fact that it doesn't may be due to the detonator filling

material, as it adsorbs the helium on its surface wither sinking a great

volume of helium or simply delaying its desorbtion as a gas for some tens

of seconds. Only such a mechanism would yield the leak detector measurements
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which have been observed. Furthermore, any variations in the filling

material, whether in the mass of it or sme other physical characteristic

(e.g. vapor content) might also explain the variations in rate of release

of helium seen as different slopes on the graph in Figure A-i.

All measurements of detonators with larger holes are consistent

with the results discussed above; that is, all tests showed signals

decreasing with time-after-test, and all signals stronger than predicted

by considerations of L/V. It is interesting to note that the signals

from detonators with hole sizes from .001" diameter through .02" diameter

exhibit very similar signal levels at the same early time-before-test,

though the ones with larger holes show a somewhat faster decay rate.

This is consistent with the concept of adsorbtion of helium on the filling

material within the detonator.

The control detonators (with no holes drilled in the case) yielded

various low leak rates, which did not decay with time (indicating small

leaks), mixed with some high leak rates (indicating larger leaks) and some

"zero"-level signals. There was no indication that the lacquer was adsorbing

helium.

All of the drilled detonators exhibited large signals if tested

within a few seconds of immersion in helium. This was true if the

immersion was a simple atmospheric pressure bath for a minute, followed

by immediate testing. (The testing itself is, of course, preceded by

an evacuation phase vhich lasts about 10 seconds.) The fact that even

the detonators with largest holes yielded a signal in this situation

suggests that this would be an excellent gross leak test which could

quickly identify gross leakers before a full bombing cycle was carried

out.
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SUJtARY

The test results discussed here show that (1) regardless of

bombing time, tests for leaks of 10-1 std. cc/sec must be made with

minimal wait times; (2) leaks of 10-1 std. cc/sec appear (with the use

of the bombing tables) to be much smaller, in the 10- 4 std. cc/sec

range; and (3) that there are fairly wide differences betwveen apparently

identical detonators.

4
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II. FURRIER TESTING

The first comment to be made in any case of "bomb" testing is that

the test would be better (easier, faster and more reliable) if helium

can be introduced into the package at the time it is filled and sealed.

When this is done, true leak rates can be measured directly (assuming

the leak rate is not so large as to empty the container before the test).

This approach can do more for improving tests than any other suggestion.

It is a basic requirement of the design of leak testing to determine

the largest acceptable leak. This can, of course, be a very difficult

umdertaking. Without a "reject specification", however, meaningful

quality control cannet be achieved.

Finally, it may be reassuring to generate leaks at the reject level

(perhaps by laser-drilling or electron beam drilling) in blank cups and

test them at different bombing pressures and times after filling with

live materials (to avoid incomplete simulation of the real product). These

tests will provide the information necessary to design appropriate test

equipment.
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HELIUM LEAK TESTING:
a new analysis

by Walton E. Briggs and Sherwood G. Burnett

Wherein the testing of sealed electronic circuits
is investigated with the aid of special Tables de-
signed for working with a remarkable tool: The He-
lium Mass Spectrometer.

Tj'io illili re Iong. life and reliab~ility, small electronic not close. the smallest leak. Iii addition, it is non-

deLvices, such as transistors, diodes, and integrated cir- hazardlous. reasonable in cost, available andl present
(n1its, II us t beC scaledl against hostile environments. only iii trace form in die atmosphere (about one part
imr1lt ll bOtld 1(1 iCC Ces1ca suffier froi moisture 1)eme- iii 200o,oo)0. Tile Ce tuipMCrlt is reliale, easy to service,
I rat ion. "allt sprayL% a111d a1irlOrine contamninants. In out- low inl cost aind( it provides umo nistakable indlication

r-sj).L,, los l a from11 the enclosure call cause of the presence of leaks. Since a mass spectrometer
1illire from redunced cooling and from subtle chem- operates in vacuum, a vacuum-pumping system is in-
tl dm chwies in die substrate itself. corporated, together with a "rough" pump to evacuate
Devices andl ititegrated circuits are sealed1 in pack- the test chamber, and a valv'ing systemn to transfer

:uges of various types, suich as the TO series, latpacks. the chamber to the spectrometer.
d11A ili-lillO p~acks (MINs), etc.. containing the rcqui- Testing of "Hecaders"
s ite gascmis environment and] providing leads to the
toutsidle. Since no method has yet been- dleveloped to Two types of testing are carried out: 1) on lead-
climiuiate the possibility of leaks, tests must be per- through assemblies (prior to installation of circuit),
formed to detect and eliminate leaking packages. 2) on complete(], scaled packages. The lead-through
Typicallv. the incidence of such faulty packages is may be in the form of a TO header or an openl flat
1-217. pack, etc. Each metal-to-ceramic or metal-to-glass
heclium L~eak Detection' seal aroundl a lead constitutes a p~otential-- eak,- so

testing at this stage can save some assembly costs.
Thle most conirnonlv used system for detecting One sidle of the unsealed lead-through assembly or

leaks is the lium mass spectrometer. Helium is the "headler" is temporarily sealed to the v'acuum system
!ighitest iniert gas, its molecules will penetrate, though of the leak detector with an 0-ring, or othrr suit-
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The Helium Mass Spectrometer. In use, part 10 be tested is placed in the left or right lost port, and selecter switdi iro-dr to ?hat S-de.
Plunger valve moves forward, connecting test port to two sequential stages of rough pumping and then to leeik detector vacuum tystem.
where helum presence is determined.

able scaling medium. I lelinin is applied to the other the enclosure to be picked up later by the mass
side at the momrent tof test, displacing the air in the spectrometer leak detector just as though the pack-
vicinity of the test piece. hteliuim entering the leak age had originally contained helium.
dletector indicates the presence and size of a leak-.
Concentration is essentially 100%, so the indication Theory of Bombing
onl the leak detector is the actual si7ze of the leak. Ani impressive aspect of the -hombing" technique

In a. few sealed packages, sealed-in helium per- is its reliability and predlictability. This dlespite a
tuits. lektstn ly placing the dovice in a test significant numi-ber of variables which canl affect the

enclestire conuetedl.to the vacwuirn, system of the amuto einpsntwhn(lencsreatr
leak detector. Hleliuim escaping from any V-A-kis bombing. and, consequpently, thie relationship lsetw~een
picked up fly the mass,, spectrometer leak dletector. the indicated leak And the actual leak. Some (if Ahese
Hfeliuim atmospheres in packatged electronic dev'ices, variables are intertnal volumie, bombhing time and ires-
although highly desirable from thie testing viewpoint, s-r,ad viintmebfrtsig.tishep-

arenotcomon.In act th ovrwhlmig mjorty pose of this article to show why hliumiii leak (letvetiont
of packages are sealedl without helium and( must of "bomnbeil" packages is rel ialsle and therefore In
therefore be "hombed" with heliuim for testing. This wvidespread iise ttoday. 'I'le two factors which con-
is (lone by placing them in aI container, which is tribuite most to reliaibility are:
then pressurized to several atmospheres of heliuim
for several houirs. If a package leaks, helim enlters e The strong evidevnce that very few\\ leaks exist

which are smaller than 5 x 10-- stdI ce/sec.
CiwmitYcnT, 1969, MiIufiiN S. Kii-vF. PtIIIC4TIt)N-. NC. * 'l'he sur-prisingly close relationship bietween the
Reprinted with permission from June, 1969 Isue of

ELECTRONIC PACKAGING and PRODUCTION indlicatedl leak and the actuial leak in bombed paiekages.



Ti's latter pint is very iimplor-
It I Iit, Ih l)1 )11)i I g t eh IitI Ite has TABLE 1: VOLUME 10-' cc

lie used~ for several years, yet (all leak rates in stll ccsc

(10littiiI still vx.ists in it-e initer- IAd..J B446 ...I6 WAIl YWA it)

pit-tatio (f1 o test results. To dievelops 11I 10 niii ( 300 1,00 - 00 10,0011
I,, 25 .Oj- 61 2.3110 9)

.1 bHrlir undeItrstand~inlg of lit, scope~ l.10il ) 3 0.1 2 5.1 -1 2301 i

1.111(l limitations1) oIf this me1(thod, a 251( ) 231

.l11 Ilo~ic-efrne als ~sI 0. 3 6X.10 -- 0) 1.0.10( 6) 2 4.101 7) 2,104 101
steiv of' quek sfeele.talg 1.10(-61 3 hr. 37?.t01- 6) 7..0 S1 2 .104- 71 2 .i-i

IrIaredl usn I formiula de- 10 W. 3 Wilt- 6) .3-0 .0-7 ,0 0

rived front thle basic gas laws. 10 1I8 .0-7 1.4.101 7 1 1.1.101- 1) 56.10( 80

1.0 13 P,:, 32.10(- 7) 3.0.10(- 7) 24.10(- 7) 1 .o -71

Iliest' 1.11,61 governI both in-flow of a0 h. 4 7.10(- 7) 4 4m101- 7) 36.10(- 7) 1 8.10(- 171 1

hielillil tiuring blombing and( out- I hr 1.6.101. 91 1.4.10(1 Cl ? .to(- 91 16.101- 9)

lo afrhoihgadprrto 1.10115 3I No. 5.1.101- 91 5.1.10( I- 9i 50.101- 9) 46.10(- 9)
0 h afer.ombn.andprir t 1 h 1..0 1 5 .1011 111 1 4.10( - at

ttl'stling. (hey aplply to ally gases

passilig through tile leak, hsilt thle
oilv gas of particular interest its TABLE It: VOLUME 10-1 cc

leak dectectioni is thel trace- igas;.) (all leak roles in sid Wcied

I h, 36.10(- 5) 1 8.10( SI 2 4.101 6) 2 2.101 9,

1.10( 5) It's 3 7.10( 5) l 8.101 S1 2 5.10t 61 2 3.101 91

Tvfroai:10 h", 37.10(- 11 189.101 S, 2 5.101 6) 2 3.101 91

S, I P 111l Bi l I, 1:.101 6 ':: 1 .0 1 6: ;"::01 61 1 01 7

1.10 1 3 6 2I. 20-61 010 6' 2410 61: 2 I 6 2.0 0,

l0 t,, 4710:1-8 .0 - 6 1 : 16.110C 61 I8116

whI ere:Ih, 1 . a l .1.o1 )*:: 69
I-0 )3hi., 18.10(- @1 1.10( - 0) I 7.101 8) 16.10( a.

S, inie lea0k7 i st 1, hi 1 .10(-1) 1 51.101-8 7) 0 .101 7, 4.101 81

Ce s~ .I h, I R.10(-10) 1 8.101 101 1 8.10( 10) 1 P.M 1 10;

3.08 31h, 54:TI0l ~ 5 4::0 10) 010 101 51::0 10:

T hllib~illty time it) hours -1 1 0 h,,. t81 6 l I 1 1 0 91 1 9.:01 I 8.01

(the 3600(1 onvt'ris to

TABLE III: VOLUME 10- cc

t %vajIiiog tinie in seconds (all leak tale's in stl cc se-ct

(interv':l 1) cet we e n Ae 1L.WAIT TIMI III

bombing and testing). i... Il fc (T) 300 1,800 -. 3.000 . 10.00

I h., 1 5.101. 5) 1 4.10( 5) 1 1.10( 1 I 6.10 1 6P

I.-actual leak in std cc/ oh 1.0-S 2 0. 2.01 1 0.01o I 10I 1.11 5

sve 'per atmosphevre ab- I h, 1 9.10(- 1) 1 8.10( 71 1 7.101 71 1 6.101 7

solt.1.101 61 3 0. 1.101- 2) 5 1,101 7) 50.10( 71 46.101 ''

10 it. 1 5.10( 6) I 5. 101 0' 6, 5.101 6) 1 4.101 6,

I011.1 leak inl sid (-(-/5(.(.* I h 1 0.10( 9) 18.101 9) 1A.101 1 9)18.101 9.

I1- - 1.10( ') 2 h,., 5 4.10( 9I 54.10( 91 5 4.101 9) 5 3.10( 0,

V v Illylleil l (- C 10 1.. 186.10( 8) 1 8.10( A 18,101 III 8. 101 01

I h., 1 8.10411l 6 .10 Ill 1 9.101 11) 1 8.10( 1 I,

I-lot I 2) I, 1 101..1I1 .4Il- 5.4.101-Ill 5.4.10 (-Ill

'I'hie forinula is similar to that 10 h, ~ I ~ 5alOO I.8010 -10) 1.8,10 (-10)

for Oi ;llgillg anlldischargin~g a ca-

Icitllr. I'll(e first bracket is the _________________________________________________

(l~~t-llt.Itl Iof hetlillm in the test
piv'-1ife I 1T hors of bombing.
Ib1is Ili be ainwlhere from a

synall fraction~ (of I . Ill) to .5001C Acitual Leak

Whlin omin at five amshr Ex- Description Ref. Volume Rate (L)

a bo ming (ap i atmos60prsi ample Table MV sol cc/sec

gange't.llite (a,on bracetl is tsi
gaig'.Th scod rake i teI Small Volume I 10 (-3) cc I1 10 (-5)

perevit of that ,onlelltration left and Large Leak

after waiting t seconids br'forc test-

iil. 'rii, first two terms, therefore. 2 Small Volume I 10 (-3) cc I1 10 ( 8)

give thle final coiiccuntration at the and Small Leak

time olf te-st iii termsi oSf peren'ft of

tilt- (Iriliwal vollmlfll. 3 Large Votume IV 1cc I 't10 (--51
and Large Leak

*The for-i,, is hKi.' or, on,- alinosrhere

absoluteo ofl IIiu,. Ilow.'oI, typIical bottibing 4 Large Volume IV I X 101 F )
presiwre is five ,llniopliere% btolule. ',15cI and Small Leak

flow air. throu,,l .1 leak is at least a linear

function' of pfrisufe- mnuliply Si by 5 to ob-
gain1 the0 ,o-fctl Tue for rive' atopee

5 2



TABLE IV. VOLUMIF I cc III S0, c lt.~~ t-11.111I)II modc Owt %%.,It

* 1 ." 6*. , 0-1Q0 6, 6.10, 6, III (SO"),I l.t 01' 1, 7 '. 1
5.1 1 !, 0.3 , a. . ILI , 114.0 . S 0,I

so 6.1 0 6 1P I 6 . 11 '1 i t a t l o "il ) 4 ) '. . I % 1 2 ' 1 0 tl

4. 10 1 4, 3 4.101 1 5 4.101 so 4.10( 4, LIt, SI, lilt- iiiilict-d ilea~'k, so%III~
3 , 9111 .~ 1 51171 1.101 7) Ill :10 Ils~ CSC

I1110i1 IS. 1 U0 1 0) 1 8.l0( 10) 11.101 10)
1.3, . 4.101 10) 5 4.101 101 5 4.10( 101 5 4.10(1 0,~
I3 P. .10 I 9 4 .10( 9) 1 11.1011 9) 1 $.t01- 9) L Btetbe

4 "' &I1*4,0l~ F'otir tab h's I a '.u I ice o li( I

F se boxes left), each reupresetin

sk-rics (i valIues lit- tI tc in dicatedi
_______________________________________________________IVA~ S, t 1) tUSt jliCeLS li aVil Ill-

teiiial vciluirics of 10 ", 10 -, 1 )
'TABLE VI. ABBREVIATE FRMCki I cublic ceiitiiioter, reCspective-

VOLUME: 10-3 CC yEic tbe lcin asscs at rat ig'
oft four actual leak rates, Ilhrce

A.4 I .. k SI-..... WAIT TINS Ii1
1.f Mi V-~ M 300.. 1.000 W. 3,000 1 0,.0001(oibigtlCStu furw t ncs

2 5-,010(- 61 2 3.101-, 9) givilig it total of 48 values of So.
2.0-) w 1:0.0- 161 2 .I10 C- 91

10I. 610 , 2 1 2 .0-9 All figures arc calculated for aI

I h, 3 6 AI0 t- 6) 14.101- 61 2.4.10(- 7) 22.10(-101 hI)Uhjt)l pressiure of live atl1los-
1.101-6) 1 h" 3 71,10)- 6) 16.10)- 61 25.10(- 71 23.110)O)C 11SI~C '*IS'WhC it10 h'. 3 7.10(- 6) 1 8.101- 6) 265-10(- 7) " 3.10f1-) jlei lsloe leetbe r

1 , ~ 100) 71 1 4.10)- 71 1 1.101- 7) $6.10f- S)Il shlt etllil hti-

1.101 -/) 3 N.. 22.10) - 71 30.10)- 71 24.10)- 70 1 2.1i- 7) or not I deti-CLabIle gai i'at
I0 h". 4£7.101-- ?) 44.101- 7) 36.10)- 7) 16-.10)- 7) eipCelfragie)ts lj~

anld, it hnot, whe5thl. ilIcI-cast-d
VOLUME: 10- cc b~oo lib II g little a111(/)r pre12(so re

10)i w 36.10(- 5) 16.10(- 5) 24.10)- 61 2 2.104- 9) Ill,'or sholrter %vait tulle w~ill help.
3~a I.,. hh 3 f.10, - 51 1..0) ) 2.S,1l) 61 2.3.10(- 9)

10 1w, 37.10)- 0) 1 6.10)- 5) 2.10)O- 6) 2.3.20)1- 91 Fo~r example01(:

I 1 I5.1)-6) I .0-I 1.10- 8) 5.2) 7 T05 with net internal volume of 10' cc
1.10 -6) 1w..1 6) 1010- 6a2.) 6) 1 2.101- 6) (TalIe 2) anall .11 ,i)ual )vak of I x 10 so

10 h,. 4 7.10j- 6) 44.10)- 6) 36.10)- 61 I 41.101- 6) cc/sec boinbed lot three houVrs at five 4111300

I h, 184.20)- 4) 1 9-10(- 4) 117.10(- 81 1.6.109 W *hre ofa helium abs~lutel (about 60 p)161l
1.10t1) 3 hit $ 1.10)- 4) 51.101- 0) 50-10(- N 46-104- 4) So after 300 sc,

10 Pill 5 .10)- 7) 165.104- 71 105.10(- 75 1.4.101- 7) (5 noonl - 5.1 x 10 %id cc/sC'

St after 10, 000 so C
(234 hi'5,) - 4 6 x 10 tod cc/s.'

I he conce.ntration of helium in th.e 705 a) the
1,11, of test is 51%., and 46% re-,pectivc.IyThese tables each represent a series of values for the indicated leok S. for test Note that the dcre Is£0 0 5,1.

pieces having internal volumes Of 10-", 10-2, 10-. and I cubic caonfotler, re- -:11 A 105 woit idetical paramleters exceptl
spactively. Table 5 is made up from Table& 1 and 4 and is graphed in Fig. I & 2. o.h an actual leak of )x 10 " sod cc/scC,
Table 6 is an abbreviated fortfifor realistic detection ,of integrated circuit packages s, aflt 5 onin. - 3.2-.. 10 -' stdccloec
whoa. volumes are seldom more than 10' cc. -So alter 214 his. --* 1.2 x 10 ' old cc/sec

The conceniratiovi of helium ill the T05 at the
_________________________________________________________________ tne of test is 320", and 120%, respectively,

13.2 and 1.2 atmosphetes absolute). Note the
morc rapid decrease in this exaniple.

TABLE V T[est Categories
A glance at tile tales will reveal

indicated Leaak Rale. S (std cc/sac) that thle majority of inodicated leak
7 at 300 sac at 1000 lee at 3000 stoc DETECTABILITY rates are dletectable; thle fewv that

are not are shladed. Thiree cate-
l0(-2) 2 3 x 10C- 6) 2,31 10 (- 9) 41 7 10(-18) GROSS LEAK

(detectable within gories Cail b~ efrd
1000 sec) "Fine" Leakers: Those detectable

10(-S) 5.1 x 10 (9) 5 1 a10 ( 9) 50 t0 o(- 9) FINE LEAK by the leak dIetector (tile majority
(detectable) of figures in all four tables).

-Gross" Leakers: Those whose
20 (-5) S.) I 10 C 6) 5 1 10 C- 6) 5 0 x 10 (1-6) FINE LEAK hsss Of helium is so rapid that no

(detectable) detectable signal is p)resent at the,

10( 8) 5 4 x 10 (-12) 5 4 x 13(-12) 54 x 10 (-1?) MARGINAL time of test. (shaded area ill Table
(increase I if test is hot carried ou~t within

I) lOOOW seconds or 17 mfillit('s).
_____________________________________________________________ arginal: Those which can be
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tested by increase in bombing pressure or time
(shaded areas in Tables 3 and 4).

To illustrate these categories, consider four different
examples (Fig. 1-2) obtained by using the smallest
and largest volumes and the largest and smallest leak **-' EXAMPLE V

rates. For uniformity of comparison, assume three . .w.

catn msakt- upl Table 5 showing these four examples. v s

lHttt'rriiig to tis lie"w table, notice that in Example
i k Fig. I. the decaty ill hliumn concentration is quite
rapid if] this gross le.aker. but it testing is done within
abottt 17 inntes, the( le.ak call be detected. It is in-

tcii-stig to go bahck to TFable I at this poinit. Note
tlt.it hltussbiig tillt'l[tits Ito effect oIL hlitiitii Coieti-

trat it n alter I lituir, becatsse the cavity is already full
Of Iwlittits (fist. ittwsPplies). Bomrbiung plresxurt, hto%--
es tt it increasedt ittulsl incerease the indicate-d leak

II EVIIsI ixiipi ki Hg. 2)~, k rclerence bsack to Tabsle
I sIt 14 )w tismL t-xtttitItt-dI ittl )t it,_tghimlc "in bring the o-

1i0litst f IVAk ino ti R de-tctailic range. Note that
tin tt i;atktd le'ak fincreases linecarly with I omtbinsg -

itt't.Lltist the- leak is so small and the volumei
Noitsg ()z- ctLi vxtrapolate to det-rineti that the(
Itilt LttMid leak wotl lit1( h .l)oi it 5A. x 1(0 " SOc cc, sec .L

at tczW ho iurs ttt itLltstiitig. aid SO 01!5.,.'.

'Ilit- ,ross hvak call lte detected withini about 17 1. Grapiti example of gross leak-loss of helium is so rapid

iimsittN. Thle inarginal 11.1k ct.i Itt' detected b ii- that no detectable signal is present at the time of test tshaded
area, Table 1).

cruitsiw_, ltillt Litle anld, Or presstire. Tihus, tile
tbth-s rtstt predict tihv comiditis umuter which leAs
itl t01It rssd1met 'tlk bie deteCtt.

lit e-xatple I (gross leak), note that the cavity is EXAMPLE 912

Alrt.tdv fillvd fin less than one hour. Thus, extendled1.
boming itg Is tot t-lt usponl thei ultimiate signal. Oncei - -

it Iin 'tostd fromt tihe bombi, the rate (if loss is rapid.
Flis cross Iinise show that the nominal value of tile
leak w:I l ie reached in about three minutes and 50%
of tlite vainte of tile leak will be reached in about four I *

r ise it nearl 'S.ecuete aiydesnta- XML

prtuach the condition of being filled with five atnos- *. 11 1
phscres. osr W()', of helitun. InI examples 2 and 3. in I~.,*.

[Lat I, it Approacit's onsly omt-tenth of this value or 5MY,
Of tie atmnosphecre altsolttt. Since the( rahe of losss is
v'tt low, it is potssibtle to te-st twvo or three hours after,
lttttisg" without signlificant chligi' ini the inditcated *,,, ~ ,.........
ItVA. Whiich. itl thiS caISe, happenVs to he ab1Oult 5(Y;
tit thti' sctual salte of the leaks.

With rdfertce to the rapid loss o it him frtom List EXAMPLE =4

tlio' It-akirs tin exaumplte 1, it is initportatikt to tnott, that1
this loss is just as great whiithstr tin' envirotiment is to* eds4'.
atjiitsptt't or vatusimi. It is ;a ceulomi mtistotlsejtioti

thitt the* islIuti lo," is 111t1i. s.slpit (tirittg thte rtough
pttstpit portion Of tlst, ItiL tyv This is not trite.
thse losi is just as rapid at altmosphteric pressure, he-
t-allse tiwt partial prssre st -littrt iii the Mttnos-

liitro isi u'trieit-ls low a iilooit fot t sisumsos itt ordi- 2. Examplos of Aie leak-detecVable by leak de'tector; and ,f
tsa v irm 'F lit ss'tttri tt lteils ii~ie llt'cavtyginat leak-testable by increases in 'bombing' pressure Af time~
natv airl To flit It h'VtIVS itl.itl' t1 ca ity sh lel1 ,,ra Tables 3 &, 41

vicklt t hrosik.i iii .k the Ivk. tit(-olsidvit 'virotnent
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500%
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1t -/ ' ;- 0
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L LV" (se€-4) where V a

3. Plot dkewlag per cent of trace gas in an enclosure vs. internal volume for a bomb time of three hours at five atmospheres pressure
and wait times of 300, 1000 and 10,000 seconds.

has essentially no helium and it therefore offers Even more interesting is examiple I (Fig. 1). ltere
essentially no more back diffusion of helium than a tile leak rate is I x 10 : std cc/see and the volume
vacuum environment, is 10 :1 cc, so L/V -- 10 1 sec '. This intersects the

In studying these curves, one observes that the 300-second curve oniy, at about 20';i. Thus, the in-
ratio of the actual leak to the internal volume, or dicated leak will be 20% of I x 10 :' or 2 x 10 " std cc
L/V, is an important parameter in determining the if testing is performed 300 seconds (live minute,; alter
nature of the in-flow and out-flow of trace gas for bombing is complete. Loss of trace gas is rapid, how-
a given bombing and waiting time. Note that in ever. Although not shown on this graph, the 1000-
examples 2 and 3, L/V is the same. As a result, so second curve (17 minutes) intersectt the 10 r' sec
is the percent of trace gas in the enclosure, namely, line at .02%, giving a leak of 2 x 10-!' std cc/sec.
51%. Thus, the value of S, is just 51% of L. In a more general sense, this curve also shows the

Shown in Fig. 3 is a plot of the percent of trace range of values of L/V in which the indicated leak
gas in the enclosure, versus L/V, for bomb time of S, will be at least 1, of the indicated leak I.. For tie
three hours at five atmospheres pressure and wait 10,000-second wait curve the range is f roin 2 x 10 '
time of 300, 1000, and 10,000 seconds. Similar curves seec to 6x 10 ' sec'. This can ie translated in
can be drawn for other bomb times. (The percent, or terms of actual leak rate L for a given volume. For
K factor, is the double exponential bracket in the example, for a volume of 10 cc, the range becomes
formula at the beginning of this article, here multi- 2 x 10 ! std cc/st(c to 6 x 10 stl ce/sec. For a vol-
plied by five to take into account actual bomb pres- time of 10 ' cc, it becomes 2 x 10 I' std .c/n'e to
sure. The maximum possible value is 500% or five 6 x 10 std cc/Stee. Thus this curse call predict ti
atmospheres in this case). tie between S, and L over values of the latter.

The use of this curve can be illustrated by referring There is considerable evidence that few, if any, lek1.
again to example 2 in Fig. 2, where L/V = 10-10 sec- I in sealed electronic packages are smnaller than 5 x 10
(L = 10 1 std cc/sec, V = 10-  cc). Following the std cc/sec. Most are 10' std cc/see or larger, caused
10- line up, note that it intersects the curve at 51%. by glass failing to wet metal or by cracks developing
Therefore, the indicated leak St is 51% of I x 10-8 or in glass subsequent to the sealing operation. It can be
5.1 x 10- 9 std cc/sec. Note also that this is inde- shown that the difference in coefficient of expansion
pendent of wait time up to at least 10,000 seconds. will produce it leak of the order of 10'; std cc/sec or

This percentage would apply also to any other larger.-(In the TO series packages a poor or discontin-
test object bombed under these conditions, provided uous weld will create a leak of even larger size.) If one
it has an L/V ratio of 10 - 5 sec-'. For example, it accepts this thesis, certain interesting conclusions will
would apply to a volume of 10-2 cc and a leak rate follow. Referring again to Tables I throutgh 4, the fig-
of 10-1 std cc/sec. Here, the indicated leak would ures corresponding to 10" std cc/sec actual leak rate
be 51% of I x 10- 7 or 5.1 x 10- 8 std cc. can be deleted. Then, further, if we consider that very

It also applies to example 3 in Fig. 2 where L = few integrated circuit packages contain more than 102
10- s std cc/sec and V = I cc. Again, L/V = 10-' cc internal volume, the tables become reduced to the
sec - , so 51% of I x 10- is 5.1 x 10- 0 std cc/sec. abbreviated form shown in Table 6. Referring to this:
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* Except for the gross leak in the first row, there is to two sequential stages of rough pumping and then
a remarkably close relationship between indicated to the leak detector vacuum system, where the pres-
leak rate and actual leak rate, generally within a factor ence of helium is quantitatively determined. (In
of five (for bombing times of three hours or more). header testing, as seen opposite title page, helium is

* No marginal leakers are present. All give detect- applied automatically to the outside during test) If the
able signals without extremes of bombing or time. indicated leak rate exceeds a predetermined value, the

Operators who are accustomed to set the reject plunger withdraws immediately, (isolating the test
point with considerable precision have noted that port from the leak detector), the red indicator lamp in
when a leak occurs, the leak rate meter usually pegs front of the appropriate test port lights, and the VFT
full scale. That is to say, very few leaks occur whose becomes inoperative. The operator rejects the defec-
value is quite close to the reject point. Table 6 bears tive part and pushes the lighted push button to reacti-
this out. A typical reject point is I x 10- std cc/sec. vate the cycle. If the leak rate is not exceeded, the
Leaving out the gross leaker (row number 1) and as- operator continues to unload and load whichever test
suming that the test is carried out within 50 minutes port is not under test, moving the switch as needed.
(3000 seconds), most of the values F indicated leak Safety precautions built into the control circuitry
would peg the meter. prevent operation if the leak detector is not ready and

prevent transfer of the test port to the leak detector if
Test Cycle-The Ilelium Mass Spectrometer improperly loaded. A photocell monitors the master

Thu test chamber contains air at atmospheric pres- "test" lamp on the leak detector and a pressure switch
sure when loaded with the test piece. Since the helium in the second stage roughing line prevents the plunger
mass spectrometer leak detector operates with an in- valves from moving into the leak detector vacuum sys-
ternal vacuum, the test chamber pressure must be sub- tem if too high a pressure exists in the test port.
stantially evacuated before it can be connected to the The plunger valves consist of -inch diameter
leak detectors vacuum system. When headers are chronic-plated cylinders sliding through four rubber
tested, they form part of the test chamber. In either 0-rings and a (lust shield. The 0-rings isolate the air
case, initial evacuation is performed by a mechanical vent passage from the first rough pump, the first rough
,tnuum t"roughin'"') punup. Then the test port is dis- pump from the test port, the test port from the second

connected from the roughing pump and connected to rough pump, and the second rough pump from the
the leak detector's vacuum system by the use of valves. leak detector. Two groups of radial openings in the

This valving is automatic on modern mass spectrom- plungers are connected axially so that, as the plunger
'tc'r leak detectors, and the test time for one piece or moves, the test port is ,ov.:ected sequentially to the
one load of several pieces is approximately 30 seconds. proper vacuum system (or is vented).
Since :30 seconds per test is too long for testing large
mumbers of pieces individually in sequence, manifolds \'IFT Advantages
with as many as 25 individually valved ports have The plungers are actuated by air cylinders with ad-
been used. If a leak is indicated, the leaking test piece justable valves to control the speed both in and out. If
Call be isolated by manipmlating the valves while the test port volume is small, such as with a header,
watching the leak indicating meter. This method is cycle time is less than three seconds.
moderately acceptable-if few leakers are present and The advantages of the VFT:
if the individual valves are reliable. However, in ac- * Rejects are clearly defined and indicated.
tual practice, there is usually at least one leaker in * Operator error is eliminated by simple method.
each test, and skilled operators often have difficulty * Hfelium saturation of the leak detector is elimi-
in completing a cle in tell minutes. Moreover, errors nated (plunger withdraws instantly at a leak).
in judgment and in valve manipulation may cause * Both detector and operator are fully occupied.
,hlettie l)art, to, be passed and good parts to be re- a Interchangeable port adapters, (see title page)
lected. provide maxinwml efficiency for various test pieees.

ic VI' ,.ppim r'h: To speed op this process and at * ,Maintenance" is very simple. The main wear
tlh s ome tin, proI\ ide indiidi al tests for each unit in OcCi 'rs onily on tle plunger 0-rings which are easily
se'i(piI(. , ani intere'sting new concept was developed replaced since removable spacers are used instead of
calld till' VIT (\'e-r% Fat Test panel at right in equip- fixed grooves. 0-ring life is in excess of 100.0M0 tests.
mi 't shovri opposite title page). It gives positive leak Finally, helium leak testing of sealed enclosures has
test results with minimum operator skill and at nearly come to be widely used and is considered to he reli-
10 times the speed of the multiport manifold method. able because:

T'hIn. VFT includes two pnilniati- fast-acting 1. Tests are definitive; test pieces are either tight or
phi'nizr valves (activated b a selector switch), two they leak ill ex(ess of 10 6 std cc./sec.
test ports, two red leak indicator lamps and the asso- 2. With few exceptions, bombed packages provide
'i;ted electronic (ontrols to olerate it. li use, the part indicated leak rates comparable to the actual leak rate.
to be tested is placed in the left or right test port, and 3. Fast test Inelhods have been developed, sinlh as
the selector switch is moved to that side. The plunger the VFT, which combine high sequential speed with
valve moves rapidly forward, conlnecting the test port high reliability.
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